UNIMAGINABLE GOD FURTHER SINGS
(UTTARA PARABRAHMA GITA)
UNIMAGINABLE GOD [June 05, 2016]:
If Nivrutti-sacrifices are impossible for humanity, why to preach those?
If highest Nivrutti is goal, higher Pravrutti goal is reached very easily,
If 100 marks are goal, at least 40 pass marks can be surely achieved,
Moreover, Nivrutti is achieved by one in millions and that too after
Millions of generations, as Gita says, Nivrutti is almost impossible.
Eshanas, three strongest worldly bonds with life partner, issues and
Wealth constitute the background screen for both Pravrutti and Nivrutti,
Reduction of these three bonds is Pravrutti, Nivrutti is dissolution of
The same three, if dissolution is the aim, reduction is easily achieved.
Jesus told a rich man that he should sacrifice all his wealth, further told
That unless one hates his family he can’t be His devoted disciple,
Jesus, the embodiment of love, saying like this! The idea is that unless
Dissolution is aim reduction can’t be achieved, by this Nivrutti
preaching
The rich man at least donated some wealth and disciples reduced love
Towards their families and joined the divine work to spread His
gospel.
Ultimate donation should be from rich to poor only, but, many a time
If you take careful follow-up, many poor people use money in vices,
Even the food donated to beggars is sold! A fast walking beggar acts
As a lame on entering into the compartment of train! Donor being soul
Is not omniscient, donation through omniscient proper channel is best,
As you saw several people donating to Shri Bhagawan Satya Sai Baba,
Even managements of temples err since they are human beings only.
Follow-up is also not possible for the souls being not omnipotent.

Employees on strike demand highest, though their actual wish is only
For high goals, the employer is also satisfied that he rejected highest,
He gives higher than present, satisfaction of both psychologies exists,
In spiritual knowledge also human psychology is important in preaching,
Highest Nivrutti is preached as goal, high Pravrutti is certainly achieved.
If one is corrupt in earning money through unethical ways harming poor
Based on infinite blind love on issues though requirement is fulfilled,
If also corrupt in sex through illegal contacts deceiving loyal life partner,
Pravrutti utterly failed, 40 marks not got, 100 percent, left as a dream!
Do not imitate the God Krishna in stealing and in mid-night dance,
You can’t lift even a large stone, not to speak of lifting huge hill,
Krishna is God in human form, nothing to be got and not got by Him,
Always fulfilled as Veda says, only tested sages after million births,
Not all succeeded, many failed, few only passed His Nivrutti tests.
(Veda- Aaptakaamasyakaaspruhaa?, Gita - Naanavaaptam…)
How to succeed in Pravrutti? Follow the previous incarnation, Rama,
Without achieving 40 marks, how can you achieve 100 percent?
100 marks include initial 40 marks, Nivrutti includes Pravrutti also,
You should know Nivrutti very well for inspiration to highest goal.
Hanuman is worshiped as God in temples since He worked for God,
Arjuna made God to work for him and hence there is no temple for him,
Suffering in sacrifice and surrender in service can make you to be God
And even to become master of God, God means only human incarnation,
Which is contemporary to receive your real service without hypocrisy,
Hence, contemporary human incarnation is only relevant to humanity.
Today, human incarnation is neglected due to ego and jealousy and also
To avoid real sacrifice in service, cheating omniscient God is impossible
By artificial sacrifice since God in human form questions you, formless
Or as a statue is convenient since such form of God is always silent.

Some are ready for real sacrifice to God, but, blind by ego and jealousy,
They render service with full sacrifice to mismanaged statue-temples,
The policy of almost entire humanity in its devotion is only to remove
Punishments appearing as problems using devotion-bribe to Godjudge!
It is said that spiritual knowledge or Brahma Jnana is most difficult one,
It is so, not because the subject is complicated to understand, very easy
To understand, it is most tough only due to several practical hurdles like
Identification of alive human incarnation, conquering ego and jealousy,
Practical service with sacrifice and surrender and no place for theoretical
Cheating by intellectuals trying to mislead God through sweet prayers!
It is tough because of practical problems, not because of lack of
clarity.
You are diverting toughness to the subject to cover your incapability.
As if you will act, had you understood the toughest subject!
God creates negative atmosphere to complicate more, acid on wound,
Hanuman sacrificed marriage for God’s work and God assigned Him
The most peculiar work of searching His wife! Krishna was very rich
With plenty of butter in His house, but steals same from poor Gopikas!
Krishna’s wives were chaste knowing that He danced with Gopikas,
Others’ wives, they knew that God is the ultimate husband of all
The souls in this world, their faith in Krishna as God was tested!
Paramahamsa stayed in Brundavanam for one month wearing sari
Feeling that He is Gopika, never even touched His beautiful wife,
Avoiding homo-sexual policy, Meera asked Tulasi Das ‘Is there male
In souls also? I think Krishna alone is the male as in Purusha Sukta’.
All souls are Prakruti or creation, creator is Purusha or God, Gita says,
Soul is Paraa Prakruti and body is Aparaa Prakruti, created items only.
Ultimate truth is most harshest and can’t be said simply as harsh.

(Purushasukta – Purushaevedamsarvam, Veda-Striyahsatih…, GitaPurusham
Prakrutimchaiva,
Prakrutimviddhi
Meparaam
Jeevabhutaam…)
In Nivrutti, the soul should raise above all the planes of worldly bonds,
Nivrutti is not simple love, it is utter unimaginable madness on God,
Love on God is Pravrutti, which can be achieved if Nivrutti is the goal,
Understanding the truth is not at all difficult except digestion of same.
Pravrutti is following social rules since they are framed by God only,
Word or commandment of God is followed due to love on God, fear also
Makes the souls to follow Pravrutti since God is furious if disobeyed.
Extreme concentration of love is madness on God in Nivrutti in which
Neither fear for hell nor attraction for heaven, both drowned completely.
God is so beautiful that even sages having climax control of senses
Liked to become females and embrace Him, even males became blind!
This should not be misunderstood as the present homo-sexual affair,
As per sage Vaatsaayana, sex is in two stages: External like looking,
Touching, kissing and embracing, Internal like actual copulation,
Internal should be between a male and female only for the sake of
Extension of humanity, homo-sexual means external stage only.
(Vaatsaayanakaamasutra-Baahyamaabhyantaram cha…)
Sex is not a sin if it is not unethical as said in Gita, it is commandment
Given by God as said in Veda for extension of human race, sex
education
Is depicted on the walls of temples to mean that it is the divine rule,
A great soul may be born that helps entire humanity through this only.
(Veda-Prajaatantummaavyavacchetsih…,
Dharmaaviruddhahkaamosmi)

Gita-

Scripture says that there is no salvation without the marriage for soul,
Pravrutti means that you must obey God’s rule to extend humanity,
This means that you must have wife and issues as your family
In Nivrutti also, even Hanuman married Suvarchala atlast.
When family is the hindrance for Nivrutti, why is it made mandatory?
Without appearing for examination, can you get pass result and degree?
Avoiding family is like avoiding the very examination, be a householder
And then prove that your bond with God is higher than that of family.
Even unmarried sages became householders born as Gopikas,
For final test of Nivrutti, this is essence of Bhagavatam giving
Salvation to king Parikshit in just seven days, as householder
Face the game and then win, not running away from it.
For the sake of God, Shankara left mother, Prahlada father, Ramanuja
Wife, Saktuprastha food in drought, Buddha son, wife & wealth
For devotee nothing exists that can’t be sacrificed for God, know that
There is nothing that is not attained by God and hence to be attained
also.
First stage is theoretical knowledge and theoretical devotion, by which
You become human incarnation to preach knowledge and devotion here,
You are just a medium for our visual clarity, God only does all His
work,
Devotees praise you as God since God merged with you, unity exists,
If egoistic, difference comes out, every second be alert about the ego,
Human incarnation is unity in difference as long as you are humble,
Difference in unity comes out once you succumb to the praise and ego.
In this stage of human incarnation also, human component must be a
Devotee only to reach the second stage higher than human incarnation,
Second stage is to be a devotee of God with full sacrifice and surrender
By which God becomes the servant of the master-devotee, Goloka plane.

This is higher than the highest human incarnation in which God merged
With soul, only to support soul to lead to this second stage, without His
Reinforcement with soul, it can’t reach second stage, a devotee can
reach
This second stage directly without becoming middle human incarnation.
You are now devotee, continue to be so without aspiring to be God,
Incarnation is dangerous to be effected by ego, why middle risk?
Parashurama, the human incarnation, is the best example for such risk,
Rama also same, but, always felt Himself as son of Dasharatha only,
Sai Baba was always chanting prayer that Allah is the ultimate owner.
First stage, human incarnation, monism, plane of Brahmaloka is shown
By Shankara, then came Ramanuja and Madhva showing theoretical and
Practical devotions that show second stage of dualism since God-servant
And devotee-master require basically presence of two different entities.
Brahmaloka is abode of God, the God-equality, the human incarnation,
Goloka, second stage is above God, the master-devotee and serving God.
Hanuman becomes God Brahma, the future creator in Brahmaloka,
Even then, He will remain as the devotee only without any trace of ego,
Then, He will reach plane of Goloka, higher than plane of Brahmaloka,
Continuing as devotee is the straight train to the highest Goloka plane.
God Shiva appeared as Shankara, preaching the spiritual knowledge,
He appeared as devoted Radha also, the master of God, Goloka plane,
God Vishnu appeared as Ramanuja, preaching the theoretical devotion,
He appeared as devoted Prahlada, the master of God of Goloka plane.
Prahlada said that God is omnipresent, God became so in that time,
Really God is not omnipresent, knows and controls everything only,
By omnipotence, theoretical knowledge, theoretical devotion and
Practical devotion are three subsequent steps preached by these three.

Pravrutti means simply attachment, Nivrutti means simply detachment,
To what? From what? Attached to God is detached from world, viceversa.
Usually, Pravrutti is attachment to world, Nivrutti is attachment to God,
Subsequently detachment from God and from world stand respectively.
Veda says that Pravrutti, preyas & Nivrutti, shreyas oppose each other.
(Veda- Shreyashchapreyashcha…, durameteviparite…)
Actually in Pravrutti also God is pleased and soul loves God always,
If so, how Pravrutti and Nivrutti are said to be south & north poles?
Pravrutti, love to God, not real but artificial since the main aim is
Self-elevation and selfish happiness, real love on self and not on God.
In worldly love, you love anybody or anything for your pleasure only,
Not for pleasure of others, life partner, issues and money are of this type,
Veda says so, but in Nivrutti madness to God is to please God only,
For which all happiness of soul is sacrificed, no self, the true love.
Gopikas gave foot dust to cure Krishna’s head-ache, prepared for hell.
(Veda-Atmanahkaamaayasarvampriyambhavati…)
Now, devotion is of a prostitute, veshyaa, looting you by sweet words,
Sweet prayers are so, another such form is of businessman or vyshya,
Where exchange of donations and service for boons exists, sometimes,
Boon first and then service fearing loss in advance if God is absent.
Attachment to God is measured by detachment from world relatively,
Depth of water is known by exposed height of scale, deduct from total,
Need not be water surely, may be sand, only immersed height is known,
Detachment from world is attachment to something, need not be God.
Avadhutas mean strongly detached from world as Gopikas immersed in
God Krishna, detached from worldly life after Lord Krishna left them,
They are mad of Krishna by Nivrutti, some concentrate on self as God
Also named as Avadhutas! Self is not God except in human incarnation.

Such Avadhutas move naked, self knows whole body even if clothed,
Then, why to remove clothes? Naked Gopikas saluted Krishna since
God,
Other than self knows whole body, soul other than self does not know it,
Hence, clothes needed to hide it, omniscient God is an exception to this,
For souls other than self hiding is must, not needed for self to unclothe,
They show naked bodies to other non-omniscient souls, not to be
shown,
If they are God, why detach from own creation? Then, why to create it?,
Detachment from world is only for devotees proving attachment to God.
Strong attachment to any one object brings detachment from all others,
That one object need not be God also, Bilhana, mad after darling
Yamini,
Touched a sage with leg, sage became furious, Bilhana asked that sage
‘How are you aware of my leg if you are attached to God in meditation?’
Same Bilhana attached to God in the same plane became Leelashuka,
‘Attachment to what?’ is important, not mere detachment from the
world.
White Shiva is knowledge, black Vishnu is firm theoretical devotion
Generating red Brahma, practical devotion, practice is son of the theory,
Father is Shiva, Vishnu is Mother, son Brahma is youngest but greatest,
Meaning of word Brahma is also ‘greatest’, ‘Brahma’ used for ultimate
Unimaginable God, essence is that divine service alone gives final fruit.
Anesthesia is given in operation before cutting the body with knife,
It is not cheating and subsequent stabbing of the patient at all for wise,
Ends justify means, sometimes curved ways are inevitable and justified,
Rama killed Vali hiding behind tree since half strength of the opponent
Merges with Vali in fight, a sleeping tiger can be killed as an exception.

(In Valmiki Ramayana Rama says to Vali that sleeping living being
should not be killed as general rule. But, killing sleeping tiger is justified
since awaken tiger can’t be killed since it kills the killer before itself.)
Yoga means union with God starting from association called saamipya
Up to merge called saayujya, obstacles in the way are six lotus flowers,
Attracting the bee-soul by sweet scent, the six whirlpools trapping and
Rotating soul wasting all its energy, weak can’t travel further to God.
Yoga is often referred in Gita, but six flowers or wheels not said at all,
Mother, father, life partner, issues, false preachers, false forms of God,
These are six hurdles, which soul crosses while reaching absolute God,
Kundalini, mind or nervous energy, propagating as waves is like snake.
If the mind crosses the revolving wheels, it is cut into pieces in the way,
Like serpent it takes curved paths to cross wheels without hurting these
Strongest worldly bonds, saving time and energy, it is not cheating at all
In Nivrutti, in Pravrutti it gives double punishment for sin plus cheating.
Veda and Gita say that any deed without selfish motive can’t bind soul
By sin like burnt ash in fire knowledge can’t further be oxidized, it also
Can’t bind soul by fruits like a seed burnt can’t give rise to a sprout,
In Nivrutti this applies to both God and mad surrendered devotees.
(Veda-Na karma lipyate, Gita- Kaamasamkalpavarjitaah Jnaanaagni…)
Buddha discovered that selfish desire is the impurity in water-devotion,
Devotion is theoretical and practical, it is purified by knowledge filter,
Impure water is better than no water at all, initial impure devotion is ok,
Beginning is always defective like fire covered by smoke initially lit.
(Gita-Sarvaarambhaahi…).

Blind recitation of scripture should be prohibited especially if it is not
In your mother tongue, translation and explanation by priest is must,
If it is in mother tongue, explanation is also must, after this you should
Analyze it deeply with sharp intelligence given by God to this humanity,
So that inserted pollutions are filtered and rejected.
(Gita - Vimrushvaitadasheshena…)
You must mercilessly reject any statement of scripture after testing it
Through acid analysis, scripture is certainly told by God, unfortunately,
We have not taped it directly from God, in long time several insertions
Got introduced by selfish exploiters followed by ignorant souls blindly.
A single word representing an entity is used even in science, E stands for
Energy, similarly in spiritual knowledge also a word like ‘ram’
represents
The fire, blind souls propagated that chanting such word brings miracles,
Such word is called as bijaakshara like seed representing a huge tree.
Extending the unimaginable domain of God to any imaginable area of
Creation is possible by the will of God, exploiters extend so as they like,
Fooling themselves and others, they mock science every time by
showing
This unique capability of God, atheists mock such fools, good work
done,
Entire humanity is bound by imaginable scientific laws only.
One miracle is sufficient for a true analyst to believe unimaginable
God,
Even thousand miracles are not sufficient to clarify a doubting
Thomas,
Analyst is based on sharp logic, Thomas is based on infinite
assumptions,
Snake Gourd grows straight by a stone, dog’s tail relaxed always bends.

Some commented effecting minds of true devotees of Datta initially by
Saying ‘you tell lies that Datta gave visions, eye illusions of madness’.
Even truth is doubted & disbelieved if ten comment, goat becomes dog,
Datta showed miracle, devotees got clarified being true analysts always.
A lady by name Rama, not knowing Datta at all, arrived to neighbor
House of Phani, incidentally saw Datta with a rotating and highly bright
Five coloured wheel around His head, almost got fainted, on same day
on
Same time in His far native place of Datta, this was endorsed as a proof.
There, a lady devotee often possessed by Goddess Maha Lakshmi spoke
To family of Datta that this miracle was shown by Datta in the same
time,
Family of Datta verified this at once as it was also the doubting Thomas,
She addressed Datta as ‘Vishnuchakrakumara’, Vishnu with His wheel.
Healthy eyes see Datta by His unimaginable knowledge without miracle,
Blessed are those who believe without proof, defective eyes see Datta
Through miracle-spectacles, who are true analysts of experimental
proof,
Blind can never see Datta even if miracle-spectacles are on their eyes.
Theism keeps silent about unimaginable God since nothing about Him
Is understood except His existence through His unimaginable miracles,
Science also is silent about God and even about His existence, theism is
Different from the science in this one point of existence, atheism unlike
Science negates existence of God and even exhibited miracles here.
Unimaginable God is certainly proved through unimaginable miracles,
It is true, but it is also true that He is beyond even our deep imagination,
Human form of God is clearly visible to eyes as performer of miracles,
But defect is its repulsion from common humans by ego and jealousy.

The middle golden path is energetic form of God, Datta, though invisible
But imaginable at least, no problem of repulsion from co-human beings
Since invisible does not create jealousy, Datta, Father of Heaven &
Allah
Are such energetic incarnations solving unimaginable & jealousy
defects.
All pervading formless entity is imaginable like space, air and water,
Unimaginable is not all pervading formless entity, it is not omnipresent,
Omnipresence of unimaginable God is achieved through omnipotence,
Confusion of unimaginable God treated as omnipresent be cleared well.
An imaginable item should be omnipresent to become omniscient, but,
God is unimaginable meaning that everything is possible for Almighty,
This is omnipotence through which He becomes omniscient though not
Omnipresent, ‘omniscient should be omnipresent’ is of the worldly
logic.
Exploiters, pioneers of blind traditions, polluted scriptures thereby
Ignorant people do sins, get punished, approach them for doing worship
To pacify sins, their business grows, wrong doctors expect rains
polluting
Water, diseased approach them for cure, their practice-business grows!
Burning ghee and food in fire and pouring milk in snake holes stand as
Foolish offering to God, such service should be received by living only,
Offer such service to a real devotee or human incarnation or hungry
poor,
God is directly served and pleased, He created the food for living only.
Burn ghee-fried food called as ghee in the hunger fire of living beings,
Ghee means not mere ghee alone, fire means the hunger fire, highest
fire,
The divine vaishwaanara-hunger fire, not the inert laukika fire of sticks,
Not inert vaidyuta fire of electricity, divine fire should be always served.

(Gita -Ahamvaishwaanarobhutvaa…)
In sacrifice of food, the word ‘Agni’ coming from root word ‘Agri’
Means hungry preacher, the first to be served with food, not inert fire,
Which is lit only to cook the food, first hymn of first Veda says that
Agni
Means preaching priest, Krishna asked food before sacrifice for His
Hungry friends, Kapila criticized burning food in the Holy Bhagavatam.
If you are wasting food by such blind faith, purpose of God is insulted,
God becomes angry, statues are only representative models of God like
Your photo represents you, for such, bathing and decoration can be
done,
So that your theoretical devotion can be improved on God in such ways.
Do not argue that food wasted serves living bacteria also, it is foolish,
Bacteria harm humanity and especially harm good people, beware that
God did not create any living being as food of another living being,
Reject misinterpretations inserted into scriptures by sinful exploiters.
Sometimes, you are confused since even human incarnation violates
The right knowledge, if total defects are 10, one incarnation solves 5
Only, the other 5 followed by it to become friendly with them, if total 10
Are projected, all get rejected, savior also stuck with mud in mud pond
While jumping into it to uplift the drowning people.
Same Vishnu came as king Rama and king Buddha with programs that
Differ from each other, Rama came for right life, neglected a defect
here,
Which is non-veg food, like Jesus, then came Buddha concentrating on
Avoiding this food by non-violence, human psychology is the main role.

Non-violence is said to be highest justice, violence is the worst sin,
Just for enjoyment of your tongue killing other living being is
horrible!
Two human incarnations, Buddha and Mahavira came on this issue only,
Not only butcher, eater also shares, you and killed exchange positions.
Caste by birth is a cancer, untouchable is the final stage of this cancer,
True caste is always by qualities and deeds only as clearly said in Gita,
Teachers, soldiers, business men and agriculturists are the 4 Vedic
castes,
From where this 5th caste called ‘untouchable’ came? Not in scripture.
Issues of a caste belong to that caste since the professional talents,
Get transmitted from one generation to another, here also not by birth,
The 5th untouchable caste of expelled serious sinners from all four
castes,
Should be decided by qualities and deeds only, not simply by the birth.
Bad student is expelled not with vengeance, only for the reformation.
All professions are good but all qualities are not good, if caste is based
On qualities and related good or bad deeds, higher and lower castes
exist,
Here also not by birth, Ravana, Brahmin and Rama, non-brahmin by
birth
Become vice-versa by qualities and deeds, former lower & latter higher.
There is no higher and lower division in castes fixed by profession,
Teacher and soldier are equal since all professions are equally dignified,
Son of a butcher being butcher is mixed issue of profession & quality,
‘Killing human being is bad quality and killing animal is profession,
This brings utter confusion in mixing quality and profession together.

Killing any living being is a sin, hence butcher is lower by bad quality,
If you argue that killing animal is not bad, it is also equally dignified
job,
For you it is a profession and for Me it is a bad quality, higher and lower
Concept comes in My view, which does not come in your view.
Son of untouchable can’t be untouchable because his father was so,
Son of a father expelled from school need not be expelled based on that,
Anybody undisciplined should be expelled from school, not due to
father,
Remember that expulsion is only to reform him and to admit back.
Shabari was untouchable lady, gender is another cancer like caste,
She was alone sent to the Brahmaloka with body, not any Brahmin sage,
Rama ate the fruits bitten by her, not to speak of touching untouchable,
Her photo is worshiped by Brahmins, not photo of Brahmin – Ravana!
Giving bitten fruits to any other soul is said to be a sin in Veda itself,
Result of sin is hell, she knows it, was prepared to go to special hell also
Since receiver of the sinful offer is God, she looked only the pleasure of
God, the only aim is that God should not eat sour fruits to be unhappy!
(Veda - Ucchishtamabhojyam…).
Goddess Gayatri is said to be a female deity, females are prohibited
To get initiation to Gayatri hymn, climax of the bloody blind tradition!
That hymn is just in a meter called Gayatri and nothing to do with the
Meaning of word, which is praising God through song, also means that
Such song protects any soul, it is with females only, sweet singers.
(Gaayantamtraayate, Gayaantraayateiti Gayatri).

Pravrutti is like river water useful for selfish purpose through dams,
Nivrutti is like the endless salt sea water, can’t be used for selfish utility,
Pravrutti, petty river, provokes you for selfish use, Nivrutti discourages
From selfish heaven-pleasure, mighty Nivrutti-sea preaches sacrifice.
Once I asked Datta ‘why did You choose Me, a bad fellow, while
Several monks with divine qualities exist for this work?’ Datta replied
‘Several beautiful mighty palaces with pungent odor and one poor hut
With sweet scent exist, which you choose to enter? Bad or good scent?
I like only one good quality, which is sacrifice, I dislike only one bad
Quality, which is selfishness, You sacrifice all time and energy for the
Sake of salvation of entire humanity without bothering about your uplift,
I am not bothered about other qualities except sacrifice and
selfishness’.
If you do God’s work of propagation of this right spiritual knowledge,
It is multi-benefit scheme, first, God is pleased, second, reformation
Comes to yourself also since concepts get simultaneously digested in
you
Due to repeated preaching, all other souls get benefited including your
Family also, a triple fruit plan like Trishula of Lord Shiva!
This is not mere sacrifice for uplift of souls, it pleases ultimately God,
This is human service and also divine service, like double-edged knife,
You are transforming entire humanity to end Kali & start Kruta directly,
You have become the human incarnation of God Kalki!
You are becoming master of God by raising yourself above God Kalki,
This is ultimate second state of Goloka, Kalki cuts the heads by sword,
Souls born again as same bad, Kali never ends, only temporary effect,
You cut ignorance of heads, kali ends and kruta age continues forever!

I am a bad human being, a poor hut with sweet sacrifice scent, reached
This stage of human incarnation, all of you are very good souls, palaces,
If you develop sweet sacrifice scent, be greater than human incarnation,
A sweet scented palace is certainly greater than a sweet scented hut!
Without life no living being, without suffering no sacrifice, without
Surrender no service, these 4 ‘S’ letters are divine, the 5th ‘S’ letter,
Devil, selfishness, the foundation of the present devotion of humanity,
Spoils theoretical & practical devotion like a drop of poison in milk pot.
As long as you are involved in the divine propagation work, your files
Shall be kept in cold storage, meanwhile, you also get transformed due
to
Continuous preaching of right concepts, then the file gets burnt
forever,
You are salvated permanently without any punishment at any time!
Is this not wonderful administration talent of God, justified also?
In this work, even if all souls become preachers, preaching continues
In the form of mutual discussions leading all souls to full reformation,
It is age of Kruta Yuga in which all souls were sages doing penance
Called sacrifice of spiritual knowledge, by which alone God is pleased.
(Gita- Jnaanayajnenatenaaham…)
In such sacrifice physical fire was lit to cook the food, spiritual debates
Continued among the sages in peaceful atmosphere of silent forests,
The cooked food was served to the participants of such pious sacrifice,
It was burnt in their hunger fire to get energy again for discussions.
What is the sacrifice done today? Food is cooked on the physical fire,
It is burnt in the same physical fire, no debates of spiritual knowledge,
Such burning of precious food like ghee is said to please all the angels,
Who in-turn grant boons to the performer of such foolish sacrifice,
Only pollution is the result bringing natural calamities for humanity.

Food served to devotee involved in propagation of spiritual knowledge
Brings pleasure to all angels, who live in body of such divine devotee,
Angels bring rains, rigid ignorant & blind traditions bring pollution
only,
Analysis alone takes you to right path to receive related right divine
fruit,
Angels mean the personified forms of unimaginable powers of God
only.
(Veda-Yaavatirvaidevataah…)
One way is to straightly refuse the wrong concepts inserted in scripture
After sharp analysis, here blind traditional conservatives are deeply hurt,
Second intellectual way is to give wrong interpretation for wrong point
So that the final result is right interpretation, minus – minus ends in plus.
Shankara, Ramanuja and Madhva, the three divine preachers are great
Scholars of logic and could do this, even right concepts to be changed
From time to time based on the then existing psychology of the
receivers,
Wrong scripture also not contradicted, biased followers are also not hurt.
Very strong family bond and blind conservative of scripture are rigid,
They can’t be changed by logical analysis, curved way is inevitable here,
River diverts its path without struggling with rigid hill standing in path,
Unjust means are justified if just ends are reached, at least, sometimes.
In Nivrutti this is true always, not at all a sin.
Pravrutti is your behavior with other souls in this world, you don’t care
For any soul other than your soul and souls of your family, it is clear
fact,
Hence, God gave commandments as ethical scripture in this social field,
Spiritual scriptures are meant for Nivrutti, which should be at least
goal.

Shankara said that the God dictated ethics to devotees like Manu and
Dictated spiritual knowledge to devotees like Sanaka for propagation,
Pravrutti with reduced selfishness becomes stepping stone for Nivrutti,
Same with high selfishness ends in hell only, climax of self is the devil.
Angels never err, humans err and rectify, animals err but can’t rectify
Due to lack of analysis, devils err and also realize but can’t rectify due to
Blind ego, only devils are punished by God since no rectification even
After realization, as climax of ego makes them rigid rocks, never
change.
Pravrutti is employment in the office of the administration of God,
Promotion to heaven & demotion to hell vary as per state of employee,
Fruits are temporary, should be alert always, heaven is ultimate plane
That gives happiness and hence here self exists with selfishness only.
Nivrutti is to become dearest and nearest family member of God,
For Nivrutti, Pravrutti is gate to create good impression in God’s mind,
A girl loved a rich hero aspiring to become his wife, she joined his
office,
Created the general good impression that she is with perfect character.
Based on this good impression she expressed openly her love to him,
The hero tests not only Pravrutti character but also Nivrutti love to him,
If Pravrutti is good and Nivrutti is also in climax, not love but madness,
The hero accepts and marries her, takes up all her responsibilities.
Four states result: first is no love of atheist or artificial love of demon,
The fruit is hell, second is real love of devotee with reduced selfishness
Called as Pravrutti, fruit is temporary heaven, third is madness, fruit is
Brahmaloka or human incarnation, fourth is climax of madness, fruit is
Goloka or God becoming the servant of such extreme devotee.

Dharma or justice is non-violence, Artha or wealth is no corruption in
Earning, kaama or sex is not cheating life partner, Moksha or selfless
Madness to God is ultimate goal, these four categories, belong to souls,
First three Pravrutti and last one is Nivrutti, the demons slip from both.
(Gita – Janaanaviduraasuraah…)
The three main gates for hell are violence, greediness and illegal sex,
Buddha stressed on non-violence, Rama on justice in wealth and sex,
Krishna stressed on ultimate salvation, Narasimha stressed on demons
Showing God’s anger to endless selfishness, four states are explained.
Pravrutti is also related to God, this is very important point to note,
Atheists also follow Pravrutti negating God, slip if secrecy is possible!
Pravrutti alone can’t stand, politicians speak very sweet Pravrutti,
Secretly violate, its ultimate supporter, God, should be realized,
Then only secret slips are controlled, all other controls utterly fail.
(Gita - Dharmasamsthaapanaarthaaya…)
The definition of love in this Kali age is to be modified, it is not helping
Other souls, if other souls are not harmed, that much can be the real
love,
Love on God need not be to help the humanity, forget that old concept,
At least don’t harm humanity for the fear to hell, latest concept of love.
Today, devotees violate Pravrutti thinking that they are harming souls,
God is not at all affected by this since sin to souls is negligible only,
This is not correct at all, main serious point is that you disobeyed rules
Framed by God, His anger fires you even if souls are unaware of sin.
Pravrutti changes to Nivrutti as selfishness decreases, vice-versa
As selfishness increases, if selfishness reaches climax Pravrutti is
Changed to lowest state of devils, lowest is climax of madness to
Negative side, same madness in climax to positive side is Nivrutti.

There is a story that sage Bhrugu cursed three divine forms of God,
Brahma not to be worshiped at all since unimaginable God, Shiva to be
Worshiped as linga or wave since energetic incarnation, Vishnu is to be
Worshiped in full form since materialized visual human incarnation.
The inner meaning of the story must be realized, Saraswati is power of
Brahma, only awareness of existence of unimaginable God, Gowri,
Power of Shiva, Shakti or energy, Lakshmi, power of Vishnu, wealth or
Matter, materialized human incarnation visible clearly to be worshiped.
The story says that three forms born as sons of Atri, middle is Datta,
The Vishnu, in whom first and third merged, Datta became unified form,
This again means that in the visual materialized human incarnation only,
Both unimaginable God and energetic form get merged.
This Swami, just a materialized human form for clear vision, minus
Datta, the energetic form containing unimaginable God, is lowest form
Due to worst qualities, worse than any of the devotees of good qualities,
His value is only due to Datta in Him and not due to any personal value.
A hero acted as a devotee and another guest actor acted as God in
Cinema, hero gets high remuneration by value of his talented acting,
Guest actor is paid little for same, similarly, this first Swami goes to last
And last devotee comes first based on the value of qualities of soul.
No doubt, in cinema, devotee fell on the feet of God several times,
Praising God as the greatest, for this, guest actor is not paid highest,
Hero-actor as devotee is not paid lowest, positions exchanged from
First to last and vice-versa standing before God in receiving rewards.
Every time human incarnations is diamond, devotees are gravel stones,
God is bored with this continuous trend, fond of drastic change, did this,
Vice-versa seen now, for this change God searched and searched world
To find Me, the worst soul, His change of taste is My present fortune!

My devotees are going to stand in the plane of Goloka and this Swami
Lost even the opportunity to bear their foot-dust falling on His head as
Datta has already snatched away that fortune, result is that this Swami
Is not worthy even to touch the foot dust of His devotees!
On last day, Jesus washed feet of His disciples advising them not to get
Ego during propagation by the praise of humanity, similarly this Swami
Bows in fag end of His life to these devotees, shortly some more original
Diamonds also will join them in this divine work of propagation.
Let Me once again take pious names of My devotees for inspiration,
So that one day or other I may reach Goloka occupied by them already,
Names given in random order of My memory, neither ascending order
Nor descending order since first becomes last and vice versa!
Nikhil, Devi, Ajay, Phani, Lakshman, Ramanath, Anil, Surya, Prasad,
Pavan, Kishore, Ramesh, Balaji, Shailesh, Sharma, Ramana, Bhaskar,
Rangaswami, Satyanarayana, Bhavani, Padma, Gayatri, Annapurna etc
Are devotees, these names are taken so that I will be pure in future births
To save Me from ego-dog entering always through the back door!
Today, the worst sin is terrorism, one human killing another human,
Not for food, that too in the name of religion of God! Humans divided
By difference in religions, root solution for this is only human unity
Through the universal spirituality of religions in the world.
Unimaginable God is one only, one only, two unimaginable items
Can’t exist at all, the dresses of unimaginable God are imaginable
media,
Can be several due to several religions, dress may be silk energetic
forms
Or cotton materialized human forms, only one wears both dresses.

Dress is not the wearing person, many persons do not exist at all,
As per the concept of every religion saying that only their God exists,
Every religion claims that their God only created this entire humanity
Of this one earth, logically God also must be one in their words only.
If many Gods existed, no God alone can create this entire one humanity,
Unfortunately, there is only one earth on which one humanity only
exists.
If one God only created this one earth, all religions speak about this one
Only, climax of confusion is that the dress of God is mistaken as God.
Imaginable external dresses can be many, multiplicity is in creation,
Creation is group of imaginable items, the unimaginable God is one
only,
If God is one and earth is one, there can’t be many religions preaching
Many Gods, one earth, one humanity, one God, one religion is a must.
When one God of a religion came to a specific region and preached
The Gospel, it should spread at once by His omnipotence to all parts of
This earth, if one did not accept the Gospel he will go to hell, if accepted
He will go to God and this is perfectly justified logic due to time-unity.
Alas! When Gospel was released in a region, it could not spread at once,
All these regions as countries were disconnected for some gap of time,
Few generations in a region missed gospel, went to hell for their no
fault,
Had gospel reached at once, some might have believed and might have
Been saved, missing is fault of God’s irrational partiality to one place.
God should not be partial since He is one creator of the entire humanity,
All humans are equal to Him, can’t say a place is only pious, every place
Filled with bad also crucifying even God, how do you clear this injustice
Done to some falling in hell for their no fault by missing the Gospel?

You have no answer except accepting God’s irrational partiality, our
Universal Spirituality gives best answer: since world started God was
Coming to every region in a specific human form preaching same
subject
In different religious languages, followers reached Him, rest to hell.
This argument applies to every conservative religion in this world,
Difference is in liking of various regions to various dresses of God,
Same God in all dresses, no difference in God except in the dresses
Acting as human media suitable to preach various human beings.
By this, the effect of gap of time between disconnected countries gets
Vanished, He came to every place and still is coming continuously since
The first generation till now, revising the same syllabus again and again,
No soul went to hell just because it missed Gospel in the time gap.
Any soul went to hell only since it disobeyed the Gospel that came
To its region in every generation, same subject by same one God in
Various languages, one God creating entire humanity is impartial to
Any specific region, no fault in communication of His administration.
Let every soul join the Universal Spirituality-religion, union of all the
Religions, like the central government of united states of one nation
only,
Soul can remain in its religion like staying in own state, one nationality,
Unimaginable God is head of nation, dresses are only governors of
states.

